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2010 Headlines
• Cisco Warns Of Security Flaws In Building Management System

• Pssst…Want To Rent A Botnet?

• Nearly Half of All Companies Have Experienced at Least Some 
Losses in the Past Year Due to Malicious Attacks by Company 
Insiders

•    Ditches Windows in Favor of OS X and Linux

• The Four Minute Malware:  Aurora, Stuxnet, and Beyond

• Mystery Surrounds Cyber Missile That Crippled Iran's Nuclear 
Weapons Ambitions

• Iranian Anti-Stuxnet Programmer Assassinated



• IMF Hit by ‘Very Major’ Cyber Security Attack

• Cyber Attack on Iran ‘Was carried out by Western powers and Israel’

• Headless Conficker Worm Lives on in Computers

• Duck! Security Experts Warn of Stuxnet ‘Boomerang Effect’

• London Stock Exchange ‘Under Major Cyberattack’

• US Recruiting Young Cyberwarriors

• Hackers Penetrate Nasdaq Computers

• Oil Firms Hit by Hackers From China

• China Admits Existence of Cyber Warfare Unit

• Pentagon: Online Cyber Attacks Can Count as Acts of War

2011 Headlines
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MAD to MUD
(Gale & Husick, Feb. 2003)

• Cold War: 
Mutually Assured Destruction
  Deterrence Response Model
 
                    vs.

• Post CW: 
Multilateral Unconstrained Disruption
  ??? Response Model



Good Luck!

“At the beginning of the age of cyber 
world war the US government is telling
the population and industry to defend 
themselves.” 

  - Dr. Richard Clarke, Cyberwar



Target: Infrastructure

CBU-94B (BLU-114B) - Cluster munition 
(submunition) dispersing conductive filaments that 
disrupt electric equipment (used in Serbia & Iraq)

Is there a cyber-equivalent?
In August 2003, some thought so…



CyberThreat

• “Electronic Pearl Harbor…is not going to be 
against Navy ships sitting in a Navy shipyard.  It is 
going to be against commercial infrastructure.”

  - Dep. Defense Sec. John Hamre, 1999



CyberWar

“There’s no agreed-on definition of what 
constitutes a cyberattack. It’s really a range of 
things that can happen, from exploitation and 
exfiltration of data to degradation of networks, to 
destruction of networks or even physical 
equipment…”

   - Dep. Defense Sec. Wm. J. Lynn, III, Oct. 14, 2010



Critical Infrastructure
Federal Definition

• Banking and finance

• Transportation

• Power

• Information and 
communications

• Federal and municipal 
services

• Emergency services

• Fire departments

• Law enforcement 
agencies

• Public Works

• Agriculture and food

• National monuments and 
icons



Critical Infrastructure
Responsibilities



Critical Infrastructure
But not according to the government!

• Electronic chip and systems manufacturing

• Healthcare systems

• Enterprise software (SAP, Oracle)

• Pharmaceutical production and distribution

• Embedded software and control systems



Critical Infrastructure
The EU View…



Unrestricted Warfare
• Col. Qiao Liang and Col. Wang Xiangsui, 

People’s Liberation Army of China, 1999

• Details use of computer virus, 
information poisoning, financial
manipulation, direct cyberattack 
in warfare against the industrialized 
West and its allies in the East

• During the first half of 2009, 43,785 incidents of 
hacking were directed against the Defense Department 
and cost more than $100 million. Reported 6 million 
probes per day against DoD systems.



Target: SCADA

• Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition

• Complex computers and networks that run the 
modern world.

• Water, wastewater, dams, energy, communications, 
transportation, buildings, manufacturing…



SCADA

“The threat to our SCADA infrastructure is 
demonstrable.  We must act to improve SCADA 
security in effective and efficient ways.”  

     -  Gale and Husick, 2003 FPRI Report



Real SCADA Threats
• Chevron Alert System disabled, 

1992

• NYNEX hack, Worcester, MA 
Airport, 1997

• Queensland, Australia sewage 
pollution, 2000

• GAZPROM take-over, 2000

• Computers and SCADA manuals 
seized in al Qaeda camps, 2001

• Ohio Davis-Besse nuclear plant 
safety systems – “Slammer” 
worm, 2003

• CSX Rail Network - “Sobig” 
virus, 2003

• East coast blackout – “Blaster” 
worm, 2003

• ConRail/Amtrak Shutdown – 
“Code Red” virus, 2004

• Confiker virus, botnet, 2008

• Stuxnet worm, 2009-2011

• China hijacks 15% of all Internet 
traffic,  April 8, 2010

• Hacker to Show Flaws in Siemens 
Industrial Gear, June 6, 2011



Why Can’t We Fix It?



Control systems are a particular worry, 
because these are the computer systems 
that manage physical processes. Shutting 
these systems down is a nuisance. Causing 
them to do the wrong thing at the wrong 
time is much worse. 
   - Scott Borg, Chair-US CyberConsquences Unit, DHS



Case Study: Stuxnet



Stuxnet

• Release time mid-2009, first found May 2010

• Uses 4 security holes in Microsoft Windows

• Spreads by USB sticks and networks

• Specifically targets industrial control software and 
databases by Siemens, controllers by Vacon and 
Fararo Paya



Stuxnet
• Attacks only Siemens Simatic 6ES7-315-2 PLCs 

connected by a Profibus communications 
processor CP-342-5 to at least 33 frequency 
converter drives from only Vacon or Fararo Paya 
that are thought to control P-1 centrifuges

W32.Stuxnet Dossier
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Security Response

The parameters that are 
modified and their values are 
in Appendix C. To more clearly 
illustrate the behavior of the 
injected code, we’ve outlined 
the key events that would 
occur with an infected 315-2 
CPU connected to multiple 
CP 342-5 modules each with 
31 frequency converter drive 
slaves, as shown in the dia-
gram below.

The PLC is infected.
Frequency converter slaves 
send records to their CP-
342-5 master, building a 
frame of 31 records The 
CPU records the CP-342-5 
addresses.
The frames are examined and the fields are recorded.
After approximately 13 days, enough events have been recorded, showing the system has been operating 
between 807 Hz and 1210 Hz.
The infected PLC generates and sends sequence 1 to its frequency converter drives, setting the frequency to 
1410Hz.
Normal operation resumes.
After approximately 27 days, enough events have been recorded.
The infected PLC generates and sends sequence 2 to its frequency converter drives, setting the frequency 
initially to 2Hz and then 1064Hz.
Normal operation resumes.
After approximately 27 days, enough events have been recorded.
The infected PLC generates and sends sequence 1 to its frequency converter drives, setting the frequency to 
1410Hz.
Normal operation resumes.
After approximately 27 days, enough events have been recorded.
The infected PLC generates and sends sequence 2 to its frequency converter drives, setting the frequency 
initially to 2Hz and then 1064Hz.
…

The rootkit
The Stuxnet PLC rootkit code is contained entirely in the fake s7otbxdx.dll. In order to achieve the aim of continu-
ing to exist undetected on the PLC it needs to account for at least the following situations:

Read requests for its own malicious code blocks.
Read requests for infected blocks (OB1, OB35, DP_RECV).
Write requests that could overwrite Stuxnet’s own code.

Stuxnet contains code to monitor and intercept these types of request. The threat modifies these requests so 
that Stuxnet’s PLC code is not discovered or damaged. The following list gives some examples of how Stuxnet 
uses the hooked exports to handle these situations:

s7blk_read 
Used to read a block, is monitored so that Stuxnet returns:

The original DP_RECV (kept as FC1869) if DP_RECV is requested.
An error if the request regards one of its own malicious blocks.
A cleaned version (disinfected on the fly) copy of OB1 or OB35 if such a block is requested.

 Figure 24

Connections between sequence blocks

W32.Stuxnet Dossier
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Stuxnet
Operational Timing

• Infects PC (often by hijacking the antivirus software installed) 
using rootkit, services.exe, Step7 (Siemens program), RPC 
server, and a driver that loads at every boot to inject Stuxnet 
into the Simatic manager and WinCC project manager (the 
database program used by Siemens), and shared directories, the 
print spooler, and Windows server services.  It will stop 
spreading on 24-JUN-2012.

• Gathered system configuration data and sent it to 
mypremierfutbol.com or todaysfutbol.com as an http data string

• Received response (which may have contained new exploits)



Stuxnet
Operational Timing (2)

• Every ~15 minutes, Stuxnet tries to find the right PLC type, 
and if found, modifies the code and data on the PLC itself

• The modified PLC then watches for the frequency 
converters to run between ~810Hz and ~1210Hz

• It then waits about 13 days before it sets the converters to 
1410Hz, then 2Hz, then 1064Hz, and repeats this sequence

• Stuxnet then resets and waits at least 26 days before  
running the cycle again



Stuxnet
Consequences

• P-1 centrifuge: 
1410 Hz = rotor failure

Change from 1410 to 2Hz)
Centrifuge contents are dumped 
Vibrations damage bearings

• Iran built more than 9,000 centrifuges
but fewer than 3,700 were reported to be 
operational in late 2010



Stuxnet
Who donnit?

• NYT 16-Jan-11: “Israel Tests on Worm Called 
Crucial in Iran Nuclear Delay”

• Clues in the code?

• 19790509 value

• b:\myrtus\src\objfre_w2k_x86\i386 \guava.pdb

• US: Idaho National Lab Siemens Tests and Oak 
Ridge National Lab P-1 Centrifuge Tests



Stuxnet



Stuxnet
Predictions

• Stuxnet’s authors now have a map of tens of 
thousands of industrial networks, and target 
fingerprints for each - proving that target network/ 
device mapping works.

• Clones using Stuxnet code and new payloads will 
begin to circulate

• Stuxnet will be combined with “BotNets” to lie in 
wait to attack systems



Where Are We Now?
• 90%+ of computers and networks are non-government including 

power, water, transportation, financial, Internet operations

• Most PCs run Windows, and cannot be effectively secured - estimated 
40% run pirated copies that Microsoft refuses to update or patch to 
improve security

• 45% of all malware was released in 2010, greater pace in 2011

• SCADA networks are difficult and costly to secure, many must be 
replaced entirely to achieve security, some hardware may be 
compromised

• “Conficker” worm is thought to infect more than 12 million 
computers, and the combined efforts of hundreds of companies and 
experts cannot yet fully kill it



Conficker Worm



Government

• DHS Secretary Napolitano wants to hire 1,000 
computer security experts

• USAF CyberCommand stood up

• US-CERT



Comprehensive National 
Cybersecurity Initiative

• #1. Manage the Federal Enterprise Net as 
a single network with Trusted Internet 
Connections. 

• #2. Deploy an intrusion detection system 
of sensors across the Federal enterprise. 

• #3. Pursue deployment of intrusion 
prevention systems across the Federal 
enterprise. 

• #4: Coordinate and redirect research and 
development (R&D) efforts. 

• #5. Connect current cyber ops centers 
to enhance situational awareness. 

• #6. Develop and implement a 
government-wide cyber 
counterintelligence (CI) plan. 

• #7. Increase the security of our classified 
networks. 

• #8. Expand cyber education. 

• #9. Define and develop enduring “leap-
ahead” technology, strategies, and 
programs. 

• #10. Define and develop enduring 
deterrence strategies and programs. 

• #11. Develop a multi-pronged approach 
for global supply chain risk management. 

• #12. Define the Federal role for 
extending cybersecurity into critical 
infrastructure domains. 



Comprehensive Private Sector 
Cybersecurity Initiative

Oh, that’s right…

There isnʼt one!



Private Sector
• SANS (SysAdmin, Audit, Network, Security) Institute 

- www.sans.org

• Anti-malware systems and software vendors

• OS and system vendor patches

• InfraGuard - public/private partnership

• Homeland Security Cyber and Physical 
Infrastructure Protection Act (proposed)

http://www.sans.org
http://www.sans.org


Stuxnet

• While the Windows holes are (mostly) fixed, more 
than 40% of all computers run pirated copies and 
remain vulnerable

• Stuxnet is a new level of sophistication in attacks, 
but is not a new technology - there will be 
copycats aimed at other systems

• There is no coordinated and effective defense in 
place anywhere in the world

The Cat is Out of the Bag…



Hacktivism

• Anonymous

• LulzSec



Is it War?
• “If you shut down our power grid, maybe we will put a missile 

down one of your smokestacks,” an unnamed military official told 
the Wall Street Journal.

• “One of the questions we have to ask is, How do we know we’re 
at war? How do we know when it’s a hacker and when it’s the 
People’s Liberation Army?” - another unnamed military official.

• “LOLZ…we haz 0 smokestacks, dude!” - an unnamed hacker, in 
response.

• “Deterrence, a critical element of a traditional defense paradigm, 
does not work in cyber space.” 
  - NATO 074-CDS-11-E - INFORMATION AND NATIONAL SECURITY, 
   Draft General Report by Lord Jopling, Spring 2011



Crystal Ball Gazing…
• A pure cyberwar, that is one fought solely with cyber-weapons, is 

unlikely. On the other hand, nearly all future wars will see the use of 
cyberweaponry as a disrupter or force multiplier. Cyberweaponry will 
also be increasingly deployed with increasing effect by ideological 
activists of all persuasions and interests.

• Preventative and detective security technologies will not provide 
protection against all the threats; considerable effort will be needed to 
mitigate and recover from losses.

• In terms of cyber attacks, the one overwhelming characteristic is that 
most of the time it will be impossible to ascertain the identity of the 
attacker.  This means that a defense doctrine based on deterrence will 
not work. In effect, one has to look to resilience so that when attacks 
succeed, societies can absorb and recover.

  - Sommer & Brown, Reducing Systemic Cybersecurity Risk, OECD Report 14-Jan-2011



Lessons To Be Learned
• Cyberthreats are just threats that use computers and 

networks as a tactic.

• The cyber-badguys have a low barrier to entry.

• The differences among cybercrime, cyberespionage, 
cyberterrorism, and cyberwar are nuanced, without 
bright lines of distinction. 

• Cyberthreats are asymmetric - the US and our allies 
are highly computerized and networked, much of the 
rest of the world is not.

• Rapid localization of cyberthreat origin is difficult, 
making legitimate retaliation untenable in many cases.



Laptop Security When Traveling Abroad
(US-CCU Guidelines)

• Buy an inexpensive laptop for 
travel purposes (if you really 
need to travel with one)

• Install only the applications you 
will actually need during the trip

• Place the documents and data 
files you will need during the 
trip into a separate, secure, 
encrypted flash drive that you 
can carry in your pocket at all 
times

• Make sure the laptop itself has 
not been accidentally loaded 
with any documents or data 
files, stored passwords, 
authentication cookies, 
accessories with personal 
information, or other sensitive 
settings and data

• Make sure the travel laptop has 
a personal firewall enabled, virus 
protection, and the latest 
security patches - use a VPN

• Put commercially sold anti-
tamper seals over the travel 
laptop’s hard drive cover and 
over some of its case screws

• Disable all the laptop’s external 
communications:  its wireless, 
infrared, Bluetooth, CD-ROM, 
USB port, etc.

• Enable a password to use during 
booting

• Disable booting from CDs, USB 
storage devices, or other 
external drives

• Learn how to turn specific 
external connections back on 
when you need to use them, 
such as the USB connection for 
your secure flash drive

• Make sure you disable an 
external connection each time 
you have finished using it

• When you return home, 
transfer any material you need 
from your secure, encrypted 
flash drive to your other 
computers by sending it from 
an external computer using 
antivirus

• When you return home, have 
your cyber-security team 
examine the laptop for signs of 
hardware tampering and do a 
secure wipe and reload of the 
hard drive

• Treat this laptop and flash drive 
in the future as outside devices 
that should not be directly 
connected to internal networks



Foreign Policy
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www.fpri.org

“A nation must think before it acts.”
Ambassador Robert Strausz-Hupé, Founder FPRI

http://www.fpri.org
http://www.fpri.org
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